
I S O L A T E D ?
Yep, Us too!

BOX Babe sympathizes with ALL of the victims of Covid-19 and shares responsibility in the fight against this 
pandemic.  FAQ and Safety Measures are addressed here as we promise to responsibly do our part in 

decreasing the spread of Covid-19 and protect those we share gifts with.

We’re so grateful to continue doing what we love and offer you a way to share your feelings with those 
you love and miss seeing. We strive to help you share today and empathize in the surrender of your ability 
to visit and give your support to others personally.

YES. We are strictly following the guidelines set by our local & national Government.
Based in South Texas, we are Sheltering at Home extensively. We leave home only for life essentials and 
haven’t had any outside guests or friends in 14+ days with the exception of grocery clerks. We continue to 
do this to protect you: our friends, family, front line champions, and those at high risk.

YES. We are still in business per our Government and CDC “Work from Home” guidelines.
BOX Babe Gifts are created in a dedicated and completely isolated studio, dedicated to you and your 
Gifting needs. Our studio, surfaces, and inventory are thoroughly and frequently sanitized (possibly over-
sanitizing, if that’s possible). We also sanitize throughout creating your gifts to ensure the safety of this 
process. Entry/contact with any surface/item by anyone who hasn't been isolated for 14 days isn’t permitted.

YES. The virus can reportedly live on cardboard for up to 24 hours. 
That's noteworthy, obviously, as our Gifts are shipped in cardboard boxes and we’ve heard various 
statements. We’ve been reassured by countless reliable sources, that while it can live on cardboard, actually 
spreading and/or contracting the virus from touching cardboard boxes is highly unlikely. In addition, our 
delivery sources (FedEx & USPS) also apply strict policies for handling during this pandemic. All shipments are 
being sent without required signatures upon receipt. For further information from the experts, please see the 
CDC or WHO websites for absolute clarity and updates.

NO. We are not currently shipping Internationally.
Although there’s no proof of the virus remaining intact through international travel. Numerous hands and 
points of contact happen more, with a desire to minimize risk, we’re not shipping outside the US at this time.

With Covid-19 rapidly changing and challenging our lives in various ways, 
we are fighting the spread of this serious illness and we encourage you to do the same.

Please feel free to contact us with questions at:

gift@boxbabe.com

Live Thoughtfully and Stay Safe!
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